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Two scaling domains in multiple cracking phenomena
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The fragmentation of two-phase composite systems such as coatings on substrates and fibers in matrices
under uniaxial tension shows two regimes: the evolution of the mean fragment length with applied strain
displays different power laws for small and for large strains. From theoretical arguments, we find that in both
cases the scaling exponent depends on the shape parameter of the strength distribution. The exponent for large
applied strains depends also, as we show, on the way~linear or nonlinear! in which the stress transfer between
the two constituents takes place. We present experimental data on the sequential cracking of SiOx coatings on
thermoplastic substrates that indeed show the two regimes; the detailed analysis of the data supports our theory.

PACS number~s!: 05.40.2a, 46.65.1g, 46.50.1a
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The statistical aspects of failure phenomena are clo
associated with the random distribution of defects in mat
als@1#. The interplay between these statistical aspects and
elastic properties of solids influences strongly the format
of cracks. In a bulk material under tension, the stress
hancement that originates at a single defect may result
crack propagating through the whole sample and may ca
the failure of the material. In such a situation we obse
only one crack event. By contrast, in composite mater
such as coatings on substrates or fibers in matrices, we o
deal with one phase that carries the load, while the ot
phase cracks sequentially@2,3#. The analysis of the evolution
of these repeated fracture events provides much insight
the behavior of the system and particularly into the prop
ties of the interface between the two constituents.

Experimental@4,5# and theoretical studies@6–8# have re-
vealed different stages in the fragmentation of thin brit
coatings adhering to ductile substrates under uniaxial
sion. For many systems, the fragmentation kinetics, i.e.,
evolution of the mean fragment length^L& with the applied
strain«, shows different power laws both at early and at la
stages. This scaling behavior, when plotted in double lo
rithmic scales~see, e.g., Fig. 1!, displays two straight lines
The two regimes are related to the correlation lengthj
@6,7,9–11# ~also denoted as stress transfer length@8# or as
screening length@12#! and to its magnitude with respect t
the mean fragment sizêL&. In the initial breaking stage,j
!^L& holds and the strainexx(x) in each segment equals th
applied strain« in the substrate. This ‘‘isostrain’’ situation
@13# leads to randomly located cracks, practically indep
dent of their position in the sample. After several break
events, at larger strainsj@^L& holds, and the strainexx(x)
attains a scaling, universal shape with a clear peak at
center of each fragment@14#. At this stage, the new crack
form near to the fragments’ centers~‘‘midpoint cracking re-
gime’’ @4#!. Eventually, at very large strains, one notices th
the segments start to debond from the substrate~adhesive
failure! and the crack density saturates.

In what follows, we focus on the first two fragmentatio
stages~random cracking and midpoint cracking! and pay at-
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tention to the scaling exponents in the power-law doma
We show that these exponents are related to the stre
distribution and thus are not independent. Hence their m
surement is expected to provide important experimental
formation about the strength distribution. Note that such
two-stage scaling behavior with different scaling expone
at initial and at late stages was also found in the time dep
dence of photocurrents in glassy semiconductors and m
eled within the continuous-time random walk approach
Scher and Montroll@15#.

We start first from a linear elastic stress transfer mec
nism between the two components. Then we compare
theoretical results with measurements of the fragmenta
process of SiOx coatings on thermoplastic substrates und
uniaxial tension. The analysis of the experiments reveals
both scaling regimes lead~within experimental error! to the
same shape parameters. In a second step, we also ad
nonlinear elastic stress transfer. It turns out that now
scaling exponents depend both on the shape paramete
on the exponent of nonlinearity. Consequently, both para
eters can be determined from the scaling exponents of
initial and of the advanced stages of cracking.

Our approach follows the analysis of~scalar! network
models @6,7,14#, which is similar to the shear-lag analys
@8,16#. We assume that the deformation of the substrate~or
of the matrix! is uniform and that the strain in this compo
nent equals«. This assumption is an approximation, sin
nonuniform substrate deformation may be important. In
dition, ductile materials have a yield point and may exhi
nonlinear deformation, facts that we do not take into accou
The x axis is parallel to the loading direction. Applying
‘‘weakest link’’ approach@17#, we divide the brittle compo-
nent~coating or fiber! of lengthL0 into N breakable elements
of lengthDL, so thatN5L0 /DL holds. In the initial stage,
the strainexx(x) in the coating~or in the fiber! equals the
applied strain«, and the local strain in each discrete eleme
is simply «. The strength of a breakable element of leng
DL is a random function, which obeys the probability de
sity f («). The corresponding cumulative distribution fun
7807 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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tion is denoted byF(«)5*0
« f ( «̃)d«̃. We remark that

F(«)/DL is the so-called ‘‘hazard rate’’@18#. Now the prob-
ability P(«) that the coating~or the fiber! fails under the
applied strain« is P(«)512@12F(«)#N512exp$N ln@1
2F(«)#%, so that for largeN,

P~«!512exp@2NF~«!# ~1!

holds. If F(«) is a power law, sayF(«)5(«/W)a for 0<«
<W @19#, we obtain the Weibull distribution@20#:

P~«!512expF2
L0

DL S «

WD aG . ~2!

In the initial stage, the correlation lengthj is much
smaller than the dimensions of the sampleL0, and the strain
exx(x) is, apart from small regions around cracks, unifo

FIG. 1. Mean fragment lengtĥL& as a function of the applied
strain« for a SiOx coating~a! on a LDPE substrate,~b! on a PET
substrate, and~c! on a PA12 substrate in double logarithmic scal
The thickness of the coating is indicated in brackets. The data
the LDPE and the PET substrate are taken from Refs.@30,31#. The
circles denote the experimental values. The dashed and the
lines indicate least-squares fits in the initial and in the advan
stage, respectively.
and equal to the applied strain, i.e.,exx(x)[«. On the aver-
age, taking the cracks as being independent, we have^n&
5L0F(«)/DL5NF(«) cracks. Then~neglecting crack open
ing! the mean spacing between cracks is^L&5L0 /(^n&11)
'L0 /@NF(«)#. With F(«)5(«/W)a, we obtain as in Refs
@8,18,21–26# a scaling law for̂ L&:

^L&}«2k1, ~3!

wherek15a holds.
We turn now to the later stages of fragmentation,

which j@^L&. We consider first that the stress transfer b
tween the two constituents is linear elastic. Then the str
exx(x) in a fragment of lengthL can be readily evaluated
based on scalar network models@6,7,27# or a shear-lag
analysis@16#; thus for a fragment centered at the origin, wi
the loading direction along thex axis, it follows that

exx~x!5«S 12
cosh~x/j!

cosh@L/~2j!# D , ~4!

wherej depends on the elastic properties of the two com
nents. For instance, for fiber/matrix systems we havej
5RfA(11nm)Ef ln(Rm/Rf)/Em, wherenm is Poisson’s ratio
of the matrix, Ef and Em denote, respectively, Young’
moduli of the fiber and of the matrix,Rf is the fiber radius,
andRm is the equivalent matrix radius@16,28#. Forj@L, the
function exx(x) is parabolic:

exx~x!5«L2~124x2/L2!/~8j2!. ~5!

Note that in advanced stages of fragmentation, having a f
ment of lengthL implies that we know that its elements hav
already withstood the whole previous stress history with
breaking; this changes in a complex manner the actual
mulative distribution function @8#. Disregarding for a
moment this ‘‘censoring’’ effect, the probabilityP(«) that a
fragment of length L breaks under the applie
strain « is P(«)512) i 51

L/DL@12F„exx(xi)…#'1
2exp@2*2L/2

L/2 F„exx(x)…dx/DL#, wherexi denotes the posi-
tion of the i th breakable element of lengthDL. Then the
mean valuê «& of the elongation at failure is given by

^«&5E
0

`

«P8~«!d«, ~6!

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to«.
Using Eq.~5! yields

^«&58j2W~DL/A1,a!1/aG~111/a!L2(2a11)/a ~7!

with A1,a5ApG(a11)/@2G(a13/2)# and G(t) being the
gamma function. As before, inverting the dependence
tween ^«& and L leads again to a scaling law,^L&}«2k2,
now, however, with@6,7#

k25
a

2a11
. ~8!

Consequently, not only in the initial stage, but also in a
vanced fragmentation stages^L& scales with«, albeit with
another exponent. In previous works@7,14,29#, direct simu-
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lations of the full fragmentation process were perform
which led precisely to Eq.~8!. Hence when scaling is con
cerned, ‘‘censoring’’ seems to play a secondary role. T
may be due to the fact that cracks form next to high
‘‘proof-tested’’ regions: in the cracks’ close vicinity, the ten
sile stress and strain are very close to zero, so that there
probability for an additional failure is small anyhow.

In what concerns three-parameter distributions such
F(«)5@(«2«min)/W#a with W/«min small, previous studies
have shown@6,14# that they lead tok251/2, i.e., the same
behavior as given by Eq.~8! in the limit a→`.

Our analysis has shown that both for small and for la
substrate strains, the average fragment length^L& scales with
«. Furthermore, since the two scaling exponentsk1 and k2
depend only ona, one can either writek2 as a function of
k1, or use bothk1 andk2 for an internal check ona.

Such a check is provided by the progressive fragme
tion of thin SiOx coatings on thermoplastic substrates un
uniaxial stress. The experiments and discussion of subst
yielding are reported in detail in Refs.@31,24,30#. The sub-
strate materials are~a! low-density polyethylene~LDPE!, ~b!
poly~ethylene terephthalate! ~PET!, and ~c! polyamide12
~PA12!. The resulting experimental^L& versus« curves are
depicted in Fig. 1, where two scaling regimes are eviden
least-squares fit in the initial regime leads toa52.10
60.32 for the LDPE substrate. Hence Eq.~8! implies k2
50.4060.01. The experimentalk2 value obtained from the
advanced stage is given byk250.3960.02, which is very
close to 0.40. In the case of the PET substrate, a least-squ
fit to the data in the initial stage leads toa58.5161.80.
Equation~8! yields thenk250.4760.01, which does not dif-
fer much from the experimental valuek250.4460.02. In the
case of the PA12 substrate, we finda54.4360.93 for the
initial stage and thusk250.4560.01 for the advanced stag
which is again close to the experimental valuek250.42
60.02. In conclusion, the fragmentation of SiOx coatings
confirms our theoretical results.

We now show how to extend our results to the case
nonlinear stress transfer between the two phases. The e
shear stresst at the interface depends onw, the difference
between the displacementu(x) of the coating~or the fiber!
and the displacementv(x) of the substrate~or the matrix! at
the interface; one hasw(x)5u(x)2v(x). Thusw(x) is pro-
portional to the shear strain at the interface. We now int
duce the auxiliary functionG(z) and write

t~w!5sgn~w!
dG~z!

dz U
z5uwu

, ~9!

where the sgn function takes into account the direction of
shear force. In Ref.@29#, G(z) was taken asG(z)5czm11,
with c andm being parameters. Such a form includes amo
others both Hooke’s law (m51) and also a constant interfa
cial shear stress (m50).

In the advanced fragmentation stages, the lengthL of a
fragment is small with respect toj, and the displacement o
the coating is negligible. Then one findsw(x)'2«x @29#,
where the center of thex axis is in the middle of the frag
ment. The balance of forces implies@8,29,32#
,
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where hc denotes the thickness of the coating. Inserti
w(x)52«x into Eq. ~10! yields for x>0

ds

dx
52

1

hc

dG~z!

dz U
z5«x

52
1

hc«

dG~«x!

dx
. ~11!

The stress vanishes at the fragment’s edges. Therefore
haves(2L/2)5s(L/2)50, and the solution of Eq.~11! is

s~x!5@G~«L/2!2G~ u«xu!#/~hc«!. ~12!

Thus the tensile stress in the coating is a simple function
G(z). Equation ~12! leads for G(z)5czm11 to known
former results: Form50, Eq. ~12! yields s(x)5cL(1
2u2x/Lu)/(2hc), i.e., a triangular form fors(x) when the
interfacial shear stress is constant@8,32#. Linear stress trans
fer G(z)5cz2 recovers, when inserted into Eq.~12!, the
parabolic form of Eq.~5!. Generally,G(z)5czm11 leads to

s~x!5
c«mLm11

hc2
m11

~12u2x/Lum11!. ~13!

Equation~13! reproduces the corresponding result of Re
@14,29#. This expression shows scaling. From Eq.~13!, the
strainexx(x) in a fragment follows for a linear elastic coatin
from exx(x)5s(x)/Ec , whereEc denotes Young’s modulus
of the coating.

Analogous to our previous calculations, the mean elon
tion ^«& at failure follows readily. The probabilityP(«) that
a fragment of lengthL fails under the strain« is again
P(«)'12exp@2*2L/2

L/2 F„exx(x)…dx/DL#. This leads to

^«&5~W/B!1/m~DL/Am,a!1/(ma)

3G@111/~ma!#L2[(m11)a11]/(ma), ~14!

whereAm,a5*0
1(12tm11)adt and B5c/(Echc2

m11) hold.
Hence we again find̂L&}«2k with

k5
ma

~m11!a11
, ~15!

as already derived in Refs.@14,29#. In the case of nonlinea
stress transfer, the scaling exponentk is a function both ofa
and of m. For m51, Eq. ~15! simplifies to Eq.~8!. Since
from k1 we havea5k1, we can usek2 to determinem.

In summary, we have analyzed the fragmentation of tw
phase composites under uniaxial tension where the crac
component is brittle and the load-carrying part is ductile. O
theoretical analysis reveals that^L& scales with« both in the
initial and in the advanced fragmentation stages, the ex
nents being, however, different. For linear elastic str
transfer, both exponents depend only ona, the shape param
eter of the strength distribution. Consequently,a can be ob-
tained from two independent experimental results. As d
played, the fragmentation of SiOx coatings on thermoplastic
substrates indeed shows two scaling domains; moreover
determination of the exponents in several experimental r
confirms the theoretically established relations. Finally,
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have also considered nonlinear elastic stress transfer; in
case, the scaling exponents depend both ona and on the
nonlinearity parameterm. Hence the measurement of th
scaling exponentsk1 andk2 allows us to determine botha
andm.
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